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Rubber & Vinyl Stair Treads

Rubber Stair Treads provide safe interior stair 
coverings in any building with pedestrian traffic. 
Ideal for steps where aesthetics and fire safety 

are required.
Economical and attractive, Rubber Stair Treads are a long-wearing resilient safety 
solution. Created using top quality compounds, Rubber Stair Treads add safety and 
durability, lessen foot traffic noise and offer ease of cleaning on any stairway. The 
Diamond design is available on our Heavy Duty Tread, while the Modern Tread 
utilizes a Raised Disc design.

These Modern rubber stair treads are available with or without 
a 2-inch grit strip inlaid in the tread for additional safety and 
secure footing. Made of high-quality compounds, our Raised 
Disc design is easy to clean, and holds up well to long-term 
use. Engineered for use in lighter traveled stairways our 
Modern treads are available in 5 solid colors.

This extra durable solution improves the appearance of your 
surfaces while adding safety and additional durability. These 
rubber stair treads are the perfect solution. Their sturdy 
design makes them great for industrial, commercial and 
institutional buildings. Our Sure-Foot anti-slip stair treads 
are highly resistant to soil and stains, making them easy to 
clean and maintain. Available with or without the anti-slip tape 
insert.

Rubber Stair 
Tread Info

 

Heavy Duty Treads 
& coordinating tiles 
are available in Solid 
Black & Marbelized 
Grey, Birch, Walnut, 
Mahogany & Slate

Modern Treads & 
coordinating tiles 

are available in solid 
colors of Black, 

Light Grey, 
Medium Grey, 

Medium Brown & 
Dark Brown

Both have a 1-1/2” 
adjustable square 

nose

Heavy Duty & Modern 
Rubber Stair Treads

Flame Spread Ratings
ASTM E84          75 or less          Meets
NFPA 253 C.R.F Test      .9 watts/sq. cm. or less

  (Critical Radient Flux) 

  Federal Specifications
  RRT-650 D Type A           Meets
        Class 1 & 2
  ZZ-T-001237 (GSA-FSS)            Meets
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Heavy Duty 2’ x 2’ TilesModern 2’ x 2’ Tiles

» Installation
Begin installation by spreading 
adhesive on the stair step completely 
covering the surface and the nosing. If 
using contact adhesive, apply 
adhesive to bottom of rubber stair 
tread and completely underneath 
nosing. Set the stair tread into its 
proper position on the step. Begin at 
the nosing and push toward the riser 
as firmly and tightly as possible. Roll 
newly installed tread with hand roller 
to insure that it is fitted tightly against 
the step nosing.

» Maintenance
Do not wash or apply any surface 
treatments for about one week after 
installation to allow sufficient time 
for the stair treads to become tightly 
bonded to the steps. Surface can be 
cleaned with mild detergent cleaner. 
Vacuum, mop or squeegee detergent 
from the stair tread. Do not use 
dusters or mops treated with mineral 
oil or other petroleum based products. 
Periodically mop treads using 5% 
solution of liquid chlorine bleach in 
water.

» Architectural Specifications
Tiles and Treads shall have a sanded back for proper adhesion, contain no asbestos; molded 
of top quality compound; free of objectionable odors or imperfections which might impair 
service. Treads have standard lengths available in: 36”, 42”, 48”, 60” or 72”. 
Floor tiles are 24” x 24”. Select standard colors.

Vinyl Stair Tread 
Info

Vinyl stair treads 
available in Black, 
Brown, Grey, Sand, 
with or without an 
anti-slip grit strip

Vinyl stair treads 
have a 1.25” 

adjustable square 
nose

Treads come in 
standard lengths of 
36”, 42”, 48”, 60” 

or 72” 

Lessen traffic noise

Add safety and 
durability

Visit
www.surefootcorp.com

for additional installation 
instructions

Made in USA

Vinyl Stair Treads

Federal Specifications
  ZZ-T-001237 (GSA-FSS)            Meets

Vinyl stair treads are an affordable option for providing a 
slip-resistant surface in any stairway. The general design 
vinyl stairtread comes in a molded vinyl ribbed pattern. 
Ribbed pattern is 12″ deep to cover impact area. It 
improves appearance, adds safety and durability, and 
lessens foot traffic noise in stairwells. Made from 
long-wearing specially engineered vinyl to meet and 
exceed all the demands of today’s buildings. Great for 
commercial and residential buildings.
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